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Part of the Gatsby Benchmarks National Pilot
End-of-year assessment in a core academic subject
A major construction consortium and the local Council
Combining both academic criteria and employability skills
Encouraging consideration of the Construction industry

Major local construction project provides real context for KS3 English end-of-year assessment
The English faculty at Castle View Enterprise Academy had been using science fiction scenarios to
consolidate and review learning about ‘writing for an audience and different types of writing’ with
year 7 students. The ideal outcome was described as students completing, ‘… a series of tasks which
assess their ability to write for a variety of reasons. Students produce a range of text types’.
A major construction project just down the road from the school is putting a new bridge across the
River Wear. An informal visit to the site office led to in discussions with Sunderland City Council’s
communications officer for the New Wear Crossing.
Students were asked to respond to the statement: ‘The New Wear Crossing will take 3 years to
complete and cost £117m. How will this benefit young people?’. They were provided with
background information and a local councillor spoke at an assembly to launch the challenge. Written
work could be in the form of a press release, briefing or leaflet and was judged using the faculty’s
KS3 assessment grid, but also took account of individual effort and creativity in the classroom. Based
on these criteria, a group of students was selected for a ‘VIP visit’ to the construction site, where
they met the Project Director and asked questions while on the viewing platform.
The project involved the whole year group of 160 students and was the basis for a press release
from Sunderland City Council, resulting in local press coverage. Assessment data showed that
students had particularly developed teamwork skills and learned about opportunities in life after
leaving school.
Benefits for the Students
-

-

‘What we have learned is really useful and can help us in our futures. I think the bridge is
going to be an icon’
‘It’s been very different to other English projects because I’ve learned about something that
is actually happening in Sunderland. The opportunities the bridge will bring, like jobs and
easier travel, will be great’
‘It felt like we were doing a fun activity … it was something different to learn about’
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Benefits for the School
-

The project has helped to show how real-life situations can contribute to learning in core
academic subjects even more effectively than creative, fictitious scenarios
‘Our Year 7 students have really risen to the challenge and have responded with enthusiasm.
It’s very different to other English projects, but has really engaged them because the New
Wear Crossing is a huge construction project very close to home that they can see develop
every day, and which will have an enormous impact on their lives’
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children will always remember … in 20 years’ time when the bridge will have been here
forever in people’s minds’

Year 7 students developed
writing skills as part of an endof-year assessment, responding
to a challenge presented in an
assembly about a new bridge
over the River Wear. The
normal academic criteria were
combined with observations of
effort in the classroom to select
a group that visited the
construction site and posed
questions to a local councillor
and the Project Director.
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